BEHAVING BEHAVIOR
ANALYTIC IN THE PROVISION
OF SCHOOL SUPPORTS
Robert Pennington PhD BCBA-D

SCHOOLS NEED HELP AND
TEACHERS NEED SUPPORT
TEACHERS NEED SUPPORT
➤

They are leaving the field at high rates

➤

Poor student academic and post-school outcomes

➤

Low rates of engagement

➤

Challenges in treating challenging behavior

➤

Poor student communication repertoires

➤

Disproportionate use of negative feedback to student of color
(Scott, Gage, Hirn, & Han, 2019)

TEACHERS NEED SUPPORT
Kim and Hupp (2005)
Carter, Sisco, Brown, Brickman, and Al-Khabbaz, (2008)

Pennington & Courtade, 2015

TEACHERS NEED SUPPORT

Pennington, Ault, Schmuck, Burt, & Ferguson, 2016

BUT WHY, THIS JOB IS
AWESOME
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➤ C
Management of behavior

➤

Training and supervising teaching staﬀ

➤

Management of teaching staﬀ behavior

➤

Management of medical needs of students

➤

Managing least restrictive environments

➤

Planning instruction

TEACHING WELL IS HARD ➤
➤
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TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS
➤

Vary in quality
➤

➤

Barnhill, Sumutka,
Polloway, & Lee, 2014;
Conroy, Alter, Boyd, &
Bettini, 2014; Morningstar
& Benitez, 2013

Often provide training
experiences that are in sharp
contrast to what they will
experience in the classroom

TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS
➤

Pennington & Walker, In Prep

➤

Broad curriculum
Diﬀerent theoretical
approaches

➤

One data point per project or
assignment

➤

Supervision is limited and
often not delivered by those
with behavior analytic content
knowledge

➤

Fewer incentives for graduate
work

Pennington & Walker, In Prep

UNDERGRADUATE

GRADUATE

TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS
➤

➤

Sometimes new teachers
crash, often leaving
unsupported students and
parents in their wake

Sometimes they fade to
mediocrity in the absence of
supportive environments

GOING, GOING, GONE……
➤

Teachers receive few
reinforcers for eﬀective
teaching behavior
➤

➤

➤

These behaviors are put on
extinction

Less than eﬀective teaching
practices are often reinforced
Sometimes led astray by less
trained and more experienced
colleagues

THE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT
WILL CHANGE A NEW TEACHER
The rat is
always right

SCHOOLS ARE DIFFICULT CONTEXTS IN WHICH TO WORK
➤

They are highly bureaucratic

➤

School-based drivers for change often have little
understanding of a science of human behavior

➤

They sometimes promote and support the use of unscientific
and sometimes unorthodox practices

➤

They can be hostile to outsiders

WE SOMETIMES VIEW TEACHERS AS THE PROBLEM
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THIS IS AN ERROR IN OUR THINKING
➤

In the classroom, student behavior is often contingent on teacher behavior.

➤

Our job is to impact teacher behavior, they are the client and..
➤
➤

➤

➤

2.09 a) Clients have a right to eﬀective treatment
(b)Behavior analysts have the responsibility to advocate for the
appropriate amount and level of service provision and oversight
required to meet the defined behavior-change program goals.
(c) In those instances where more than one scientifically supported
treatment has been established, additional factors may be considered in
selecting interventions, including, but not limited to, eﬃciency and
cost-eﬀectiveness, risks and side-eﬀects of the interventions, client
preference, and practitioner experience and training.
(d) Behavior analysts review and appraise the eﬀects of any treatments
about…..

WHAT IF WE SHIFTED OUR FOCUS?

TO COMPASSIONATE SUPPORT TO
EDUCATORS
I see
dead people

UNDERSTANDING
TEACHERS
I WAS A TEACHER BEFORE EVER TEACHING

Schedule
changes
Staff support
Para behavior

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

A

B

Important
contextual
variables

Student behavior

Teacher
behavior

Instructional
materials

C
Variables that
maintain good
teaching behavior

What are some
of these?

REINFORCING TEACHING BEHAVIOR
➤

Student progress?

➤

Compensation?

➤

Avoid problem behavior?

➤

Avoid due process?

➤

Administrator feedback?

➤

Parent feedback?

➤

Collegial feedback?

➤

Consultant feedback?

CONSULTANT FEEDBACK?
➤

Reinke, W. M., Lewis-Palmer, T., & Martin, E. (2007). The
eﬀect of visual performance feedback on teacher use of
behavior-specific praise. Behavior Modification, 31(3),
247-263.

CONSULTANT FEEDBACK?
➤

➤

Duchaine, E. L., Jolivette, K., & Fredrick, L. D. (2011). The effect of teacher
coaching with performance feedback on behavior-specific praise in inclusion
classrooms. Education and Treatment of Children, 34(2), 209-227.

Swiegert, C., Landrum, T. J., & Pennington, R. C. (2015).
Could real-time visual performance feedback promote
improved teacher practice? Considerations and a case study.
Education and Treatment of Children, 38, 429-450.

ESCAPING CONSULTANTS?
➤

DiGennaro, Martens, & McIntyre, 2005

➤

DiGennaro, Martens, & Kleinmann, 2007

OH, CONSULTANTS
➤

The Hope Dope
➤

The consultant sits down with
the team and tells them what
should be done and hopes
they will do it

➤

Bitch and Ditch
➤

The consultant makes a big
fuss with an indictment of a
program and heads for the
hills

OH, CONSULTANTS
➤

Nerds not Heard
➤

The consultant mands for
data concerning relevant
stimuli that may suggest a
functional relation between
said stimuli and an aberrant
behavior

➤

Part time Lovers
➤

The consultant resorts to
mentalistic explanations for
his/her own inability to
change the behavior of others

MOVING BEYOND THESE
ARCHETYPES BACK TO
BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Creating Capacity for Change
Teaching Techniques
Suggesting Solutions
Finding Faults

CONSIDERING INSTRUCTION FOR STUDENTS

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

DEVELOPING
TARGETS

INSTRUCTION

PROGRESS
MONITORING

Which ones might we miss when coaching?

RECONDITION THE CLASSROOM OBSERVATION EXPERIENCE
➤

Schedule visits and remind teachers what you will be doing

➤

Acknowledge teacher strengths when possible

➤

Avoid the “creepy stalking” vibe

PAIRING

INTRODUCTIONS 101
➤

➤

Acknowledge the challenges associated with teaching
➤

Cleary define your narrow area of training

➤

Ask for their input in goal setting

Avoid jargon but explain in lay terms why you think a specific
approach will be eﬀective 1.05(b)When behavior analysts provide
behavior-analytic services, they use language that is fully
understandable to the recipient of those services while remaining
conceptually systematic with the profession of behavior analysis.
➤

PAIRING

Narrate

FIRST, WE NEED ASSESSMENT
➤

a) Behavior analysts conduct current assessments prior to making
recommendations or developing behavior-change programs. The type of
assessment used is determined by client’s needs and consent,
environmental parameters, and other contextual variables. When
behavior analysts are developing a behavior-reduction program, they
must first conduct a functional assessment.(b) Behavior analysts have
an obligation to collect and graphically display data, using behavioranalytic conventions, in a manner that allows for decisions and
recommendations for behavior-change program development.

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT
➤

Indirect assessment
➤

Switching our lens from asking just about the student to
asking more questions related to teacher behavior?
➤

Beyond, “how do you respond when the student….” to
what happens when you respond that way”?

➤

Asking about preferences

➤

What else?

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT
➤

Direct observation
➤

Individual level
➤

Post
reinforcemen

A-B-C Recording

Occurrence of problem
behavior

Antecedent event

PAIRING

Teacher reprimands

Occurrence of problem
behavior

ASSESSMENT

Student ceases

Teacher reprimands

Student ceases

PRACTICE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VZZVRW5MjM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VZZVRW5MjM

ASSESSMENT
➤

Program level
➤

➤

For many consultants or behavior analysts, the classroom
environment can be an overwhelming mix of “ah, that’s
cools” and “holy craps”

What if we took the special education IEP as a model for
teacher behavior change?
➤

Assessment

➤

Targeted areas for improvement

➤

Measurable objectives

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT
➤

Program level
➤

Using program quality indicators
➤

Published tools

➤

District level quality indicators

➤

Individualized coaching tools

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

HONEST ASSESSMENT
➤

Nobody can do everything

➤

“A failure is not always a
mistake, it may simply be the
best one can do under the
circumstances. The real
mistake is to stop trying. ”
B.F. Skinner

ENTER THE ALCOT
➤

One page checklist, 37 items
➤

➤

Greater sensitivity

Target

Rationale

Two sources of data (O)
Observation (R) Teacher
report
Scored as not evidenced,
partially evidenced, evidenced

➤

One hour observation + 10-15
minutes interview

➤

May be used as a self
evaluation/monitoring tool

ENVIRONMENTAL & INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORTS

INSTRUCTION & COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT & STAFF INTERACTIONS

USING THE RESULTS
➤

Select three primary areas for
improvement

➤

Select targets within the areas

➤

Develop objectives

➤

Construct action plan

➤

Monitor progress

DEVELOPING TARGETS
➤

Select a few primary areas for improvement

➤

Select targets within the areas

➤

Develop objectives

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

DEVELOPING
TARGETS

A FEW AREAS
➤

Consider the IEP process
➤

You can’t target everything, so you must select those
targets that will have the greatest impact

➤

And maybe put teachers in contact with natural reinforcers

➤

Outcomes reflect broad change that will impact multiple
students

➤

Ask, “have I overlooked areas that might improve student
safety or increase student’s personal dignity?”

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

DEVELOPING
TARGETS

A FEW AREAS
➤

Consider teacher input
➤

➤
➤

4.02 Behavior analysts involve the client in the planning of and
consent for behavior-change programs
Wolf ’s suggestion on finding ABA’s heart.

Administer self-assessments

PAIRING

ASSESSMENT

DEVELOPING
TARGETS

SET GOALS
➤

Goals should be broad but measurable
➤

All students will have a functional communication system
and will use it to make requests

➤

All students will access instruction alongside peers without
disabilities in general education settings

➤

All staﬀ will reduce the use of reprimands during daily
instructional activities by 75%

➤

No student will sit for more than 10 minutes without
instruction

➤

Teachers will provide increased guidance to paraprofessionals
by providing plans, directions, and feedback

CONSTRUCT OBJECTIVES
➤

Addresses teacher behaviors that help us to reach our goals

➤

Again, measurable and observable

➤

➤

,

Teacher will use the VB-MAPP to assess beginning communication
skills for all non-vocal students

➤

Teacher will increase the number of instructional trials on requesting
to 100 per day for Micheal, Sam, and Missy

➤

Teacher will assess student A, B, C, and start them in the ELSB
program

➤

➤

Steps Benchmarks

Teacher will provide activity matrices to paraprofessionals depicting
their responsibilities at the beginning of each day.

DOCUMENT
➤

➤

Document using a support
plan
And develop select a
measurement system

QUALITY DIRECT SUPPORT
➤

Uses a behavior skills training
protocol
➤

Written directions or script

➤

Model

➤

Rehearsal with feedback
until fidelity

MODELING
➤

In natural context

➤

Demonstrate multiple
examples of the target
behavior

➤

At high levels of fidelity

➤

Consider video models
➤

High levels of fidelity

➤

Repeated access

➤

Access by distance
educators

REHEARSAL
➤

Alone, rehearsal is not a
strong behavior change
procedure (Ward-Horner &
Sturmey, 2012)

➤

Feedback is essential

➤

Rehearse until a criterion of
90-100% is reached

FEEDBACK
➤

Should be provided during
rehearsal and should be
delivered immediately after a
rehearsal opportunity

➤

Don’t forget this can be
diﬃcult, so be positive in tone
and content
➤

“Here is what you can
improve”

PROVIDE HELPFUL FEEDBACK
➤

They can handle it

➤

Set expectations for feedback
(Kazemi, 2018)

➤

Sandwich method
➤

➤
➤

Positive or empathetic
statement
Constructive feedback
End with a positive of
empathetic statement

DIRECTED REHEARSAL
➤

➤

Addressing errors based on
previous observation
Provide an opportunity to
rehearse the behavior/step 3
times prior to implementing
in the classroom (consultant
plays role of student)

SET CONTINGENCIES
➤

Dynamic fading of supports

➤

Sharing data with people that
matter
➤

Parent

➤

Colleagues

➤

Administration

➤

Graphed data

➤

Self-monitoring
➤

Browder et al. 1986
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